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Recycling used to be… 
 

Recycling paper and pure grade PET products, commonly used for bottles, polyester and fleece 
clothing, has been a longtime standard practice for recycling organizations. Up to now plastic rich 
waste such as end of life cars, household and electrical appliances were usually salvaged for their 
metal only, and with their other remains ending up at the dump or in an incinerator.  
 

What’s Different Now? 
 

With a totally new process, the plastic content of these junk mountains are being separated and 
sorted resulting in new raw material. All the plastic parts from your old vacuum cleaners, kitchen 
appliances and machine tools are separated, shredded and with the most modern technology 
prepared for SECOND LIFE production.  
In our case, a SECOND LIFE recycled granulate or a POSTCONSUMER plastic will be used to create 
a whole new advertising pen.  
RITTER PEN will manufacture many colorful, printable, promotional pens made from this SECOND 
LIFE recycled material. These writing instruments are characterized by this logo: 
 

The Truth: 
 
Compared to conventional production of plastics from crude oil, up to 80% less energy is needed 
to produce the SECOND LIFE RECYCLATES. 
Our SECOND LIFE RECYCLED pens are available in black and light grey. Customize with a splash of 
color, the ABS plastic pusher comes in your choice of 27 standard colors. 
SECOND LIFE RECYCLED pens from RITTER-PEN – leaving another green footprint. 

Feel free to order samples, at no charge, online, see below how: 
 

Prices and Samples 
 

Business has become much easier with the big www.penhouse.com shop. 
Here you can order Ritter Pen samples at no charge by using the coupon code RITTER in the 
shopping cart and design all pens both color wise and adding logo(s). 
 
You can see all your current Ritter Pen Nordic net prices after login and you can register by 
yourself in less than 2 min. 

 
Note, that the shop now offers also the Danish language and a choice between 6 currencies. 

 
  Yours sincerely, 

 
Jens Minor Hansen 

Penhouse Nordic / penhouse.com / Ritter Pen Nordic 
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